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Abstract
A. closed-farm solution for the angular motion of a spinning atmospheric entry
vehicle has been developed. The influence and interaction of the density gradient,
the ,spin, the initial angles and angular rates at entry, and the aerodynamics of
the vehicle are demonstrated by the solution. The effect of adding spin is to
attenuate the influence of the dynamic pressure gradient and to amplify the
importance of dynamic stability near, and after, peak deceleration, An important
conclusion is that a spinning entry body with zero or small transverse angular
velocity will exhibit dammed circular motion, In addition, when the motion is
nearly circular, the small angle-of-attack restriction implicit in the development
of the equation is relaxed, extending the region of applicability to high angles of
attack, Several examples are presented and comparisons were made with six-
degree-of-freedom Calculations of the amplitude history; in all cases, the agree-
ment was better than 5%,
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Entry Dynamics of a Spinning Vehicle
I. Introduction
Engineers concerned with the design of re-entry vehicles
and planetary probes require an accurate history of a
vehicle's angular motion as it descends through an
atmosphere, This information is necessary to determine
the loading and heating that a contemplated vehicle will
experience, and to design the communication and entry-
measurement subsystems. Exact information of this nature
can be obtained with six-degree-of-freedom numerical
computations. However, these trajectory calculations are
costly, time-consuming, and provide little insight into the
entry problem. There is a need for an analytiCRI solution
that will allow the design engineer to investigate para-
metrically the entry motion,
During a substantial portion of entry, including both
peak heating and maximum deceleration, the flight-path
angle remains essentially constant and the effects of
gravity are insignificant, A closed-form solution con-
sistent with these qualifications for a vehicle exhibiting
planar (non-spinning) motion has been in use for some
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time (Ref, 1). However, virtually all passive entry vehicles
are initially spin-stabilized and, consequently, their
motion cannot be adequately represented by this planar
solution. More recently, a solution for a spinning vehicle
ascending through the atmosphere was developed by
Stone (]Ref. 2), Unfortunately, this solution is not in a
form amenable to a , Jysis of a descending vehicle. The
purpose of this paper is to present a closed-form solution
of a spinning descending vehicle. A method similar to
the one used by Stone is employed in the development;
emphasis is placed on the influence of the conditions at
the time of entry (angle of attack, transverse angular
velocity, and spin rate) on the motion throughout the
trajectory,' Many examples are presented and certain key
parameters and entry events, which are brought in focus
by means of the solution, are explored in detail. Finally,
the validity of the solution is verified through compari-
sons with six-degree-of-freedom calculations,
'Other closed-form solutions have been developed, but, for the most
part, they are difficult to use and snake only cursory explorations
of the influence of initial conditions on the flight (see Refs. 3, 4,
and 5),
s
11. De (nation of Equation for Descending
Spinning 'Vehicle
Consider a symmetric vehicle descending through an
atmosphere with the motion of the center of mass along
a line inclined at a constant angle with the horizon
(Fig. 1). Assuming lincar aerodynamics,' small amplitude
Fig, 1. Entry nomenclature
motion, mass symmetry, a flat planet, and negligible
gravity effects, the differential equation describing the
combined pitching and yawing motion of the body
referenced to a non-rolling axis system is (Ref, 6):
d2 + (Pl-1 'P) 
d
dX2
	dX
-- (pM  + ipOPT — 
"P m cr, = 0
(1)
where
e = P + is = complex angle of attack
X = distance traveled along the Bight path (see Fig. 1)
H= AICr a -^ C„ -- 
Ct2 (
CM(l + CM;) ]
^P= I
x V
M 21 CnDa
71
	 2m (C^n -i- r - C,n,,^,l
The coefficients of the differential Eq, (1) contain the
non-constant terms p, dp/dX, and V. To obtain a solution,
=In the derivation of Eq. (1), it is implied that C,,, = C,,,, sin a, and
C,, • C,,a sin a.
2
these quantities must first be expressed as functions of the
Independent variable n, Atmospheric density is assumed
to vary exponentially with altitude, as follows:
P	 f>o 
et. tuu 	(02)
where It is the altitude in feet above a nominal planet
surface, Po is the density at the planet surface, and B is a
positive constant. According to this model, the density
becomes zero only at an infinite distance from the planet
surface, However, for all practical purposes, there is an
altitude at and above which the density is essentially zero,
This point will be denoted as the entry altitude, and will
be the reference point for the independent variable Xk
The distance X and the altitude It are related by the
following expression:
	
It = h,; — X sin On	 (8)
The density is given by
P	 PQ -11(hr1- 1 oln 01)	 Pn 41h yo 11 sin ogX	 (4)
The term po exp ( — Bhj,) is the density when X = 0, i.e.,
at the 'point of entry, This number is essentially zero and
should be regarded as such when it appears alone in later
equations, however, the companion term exp (B sin 01;X)
may become extremely large. Therefore, when the two
occur- in conjunction, they represent the atmosphenc
density and may not be set equal to zero. The term dp/dX
can be obtained by differentiating Eq, (4),
dp = B sin 0F, po a (-uh,1l a (a s I n orx)	 B sin OwPdX
(5)
Finally, under assumptions identical to those employed
here, Allen (Ref. 1) has shown that the velocity varies
with altitude according to
\ 
-dnAP 
yV	 '^J'1	 21101 BIn Ox^	 (6)
The differential Eq. (1) along with the three functional
relationships, Eqs, (4), (5), and (6), comprise the system
to be solved.
Equation (1) can be reduced to normal form by using
the transformation
6	 Z e-r/ ' f (r11-tp) (ax	 (7)
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Substitution of Eq, (7) into Eq, (1) yields
	
( -h i G2 (X)? " 0	 (S)
Nvhere
G 4y [P$ — 4pAl — p2II2 — 2pB sin Ox (11  + n Cr,„)
	
” 2fpP 2m -li X	 2.''/^
	 (0)
Because of the complexity of the function G, the general
solution to Eq. (8) is unknown. Using an approach sug.
gested by Stone (Ref, 2), the following approximate
solution is given by the 'WKB method (Ref. 7):
1	 rZ :^	 a{ /2
 o' 
a dx
C
Si
	
2)	 (10)
This equation is actually an exact solution to the differ-
ential equation
e- f x X
P 111111 1
..	 a ,/2
 
fW+ 0) d.Y
f	
C112 
oX 
tr®af dx
	 (12)
The two arbitrary ,
 constants K, and K2 are defined by
the initial conditions G and i,
K2	 (^)'"(Pli)
The final solution, therefore, is
e-ptt/21) sin o ("
	
Y
(P►►G)'^	 ^ . 
inn c t/r ry try +a^ rtx
+ %X,,, +	 e flIfo (P-G) ax
(18)
d2Z + I G2dX2 	^	 ("^)(1 .^- 8)Z = 0	 It should be noted that in calculating the constants
K, and Kz, the entry density was set equal to zero in
where	 order to determine Gr, = Pg, (G') t, = 0, Because of the
magnitude of the density, this assumption is valid for a
	
G 2	 d2)
	
G v	 spinning vehicle, For this case when p = 0, however, this
	
3 ( 
c
dX)	 2 C X22 	 leads to a division by zero. Therefore, even though
8 _ G ^- - G'
	
	
Eq, (12) applies for any value of p, subsequent equations
apply only for a non-zero p,
The term S is representative of the error associated
with the WKB method. A solution should give good
engineering accuracy when 18 I < 0.1 over the region of
application. This error term will be examined later in
more detail.
The term G is given by a square root which can take
on two values in the complex plane, the second being
the negative of the first, Therefore, Eq. (10) actually
represents two solutions of Eq. (8), which can be shown
to be independent, The general solution to the second-
order differential (Eq. 8) is a linear combination of these
two independent solutions. Using this fact and the sub-
stitution implied by Eq. (7), the general solution for the
complex variable 6 is
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The preceding solution is unwieldy because of the
appearance of the complicated G function in the into-
Brands. All of the terms contributing to G have been
carried to this point in order to ensure the general nature
of the solution. However, assuming static stability (M < 0)
and a physically realistic vehicle, this function may be
simplified considerably with no loss of accuracy. The two
terms p2H2 and 2pB sin Bn [M + (A/m)Cra] are usualiy
five or more orders of magnitude smaller than P2 — 4pM,
and can be ignored. For blunt configurations, the imagi-
nary spin term 2ipP[(CDA/2m) -f- M — 2T] is generally
four or more orders of magnitude smaller than the real
terms, and has a negligible influence on the motion. For
slender bodies at high spin rates, the magnus coefficient
could become appreciable, and this term might be only
3
two orders of magnitudesmaller than P` 4plr. in such
vase, the imaginary spin terms could helve it small
influence on the notion. The following equation repro.
cents flic final ,solution with this term included.-
	
, 1,11 Jtnlr, 4^ j'	 i x	 WD11,011161t ;1	 ^	 til'	 1I
	
__ « ...^ L	 rd ^ti ,2	 11'^ rPj .t(►Sl114)dlV	 1_t.(^l1r	 .'	 ii'+ 1p f, r 	 G	 a
r	 1P)1,,o, tll .01
	 tit'	 p^
rF.PI.	p)	 tit ,Ftj2	 t1, It's . 4p3f) =110	 (14)t	 ^S	 ^	 s	 ,l	 41lalt -,^	 ^	 r
For most applications, however, the Magnus forces are s quall and T may also be ignored without significant accuracy
loss. The resulting equation of motion, which will be used in the remainder of this report, is as follows:
	
e pit1at Mn er,	 ^"	 r	 ^I — i 
l: {y ,.,.^" (1^*tl+a ^lptll^.al^t.^ ,i (411 ; 111" 'i i4l )ei/j^	 ^P IN .11,^11t^+]d^	 (15)
Ti t;T RI	 ^ip1^
As can be weal from the preceding equation, the solution for the variable ^ consists of two damped rotating vectors
in the complex plane. The lengths of the vectors the and 1$1,111; °F l+f,1, 
and they are rotating at the variable rates
1/2[1' + (P° r =1pa11)''1 and 1/2[P _ (P" *-,,. 4p.11)"'), respectively. The ,sum of the two vectors is damped collectively
by an exponential term and a fourth root terra, The following section will explore the significances of these various
terms, and the manner in whicli they influence the overall vehicle motion,
To review, the assumptions intrinsic in Eq. (15) are:
linear aerodynaanics, small angles of attack, mass sym-
me+try, constant entry angle, negligible gravity effects,
flat planet, constant non-zero roll rate, exponentially vary-
ing density, small magnus forces (IT( a I(P — 4pA1)14pPJ),
If the magnus .forces are appreciable, Eq. (14) is applicable,
III. Discussion of Equation
A. Rotational Rates of Two Vector Arms
Initially, when the density is essentially zero, the two
vector rotation rates are given by P and zero.' As the
density increases, the magnitude of each of the rates
increases, the first in the positive direction and the sec-
ond in the negative direction, The decrease in velocity
has the effect of increasing the first rotational rate, but
slightly decreasing the second, In general, this decrease
will be much smaller than the simultaneous increase
resulting from density, Therefore, both rates continually
grow throughout the trajectory. Eventually, the pitching
moment dominates the two rates, and they become al-
most equal in magnitude, but opposite in direction, Addi-
tional insight can be obtained by expressing both vector
rotational rates as time derivatives rather than distance
derivatives. Multiplying by V, and manipulating alge-
braically, the two ;rotation rates become
`Tbc discussion applies for the ease P > 0. If P < 0, the rates of the
tNvo rotating vectors simply are reversed,
^ ;^' p1 .ia C Zr pl	 1 2 PV-)
1^Ir	 Ir	 M	 1	 ,	 r^
^ ^ P
	
•l I t,	 1 1)	 8111	 pv'
(10)
1-
	 lie iE' 32 that yl,I and ip attain a niaxtl21u n absolute
value when the dynamic pressure 1/2pV 2 is a maximum,
U,, at the point of peak decelerat ion. The altitude at
which this occurs may be obtained by differentiating the
dynamic pressure, salting the result equal to zero, and
solving algebraically for h as follows;
^.
hilta,r,r,n.	 13 In m;R sin 01;	 17
In order to demonstrate these results, the two rotational
rates have been calculated for a 60-deg (half-angle)
blunted cone entering a postulated yiartiatx atmosphere
at two different roll rates; P =1 1 rad/s and p = 10 rad/s.
The rates are plotted vs altitude in Fig, 2 The four
curves exhibit the expected shape, reaching their maxi-
mum values at Beak deceleration, about 110,000 ft,
Large values of spin have the effect of abating changes
in both rates that would normally result from the varia-
tions in velocity and density. This fact is also apparent
from an examination of Eq. (16), A larger p means a
larger percentage of each vector rotation rate (at any
4	 JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33 .398
hALTITUDE, f t x 103
Fig, 2, Vector rotation rates for typical entry
1/(PJ — 4p;11)`4. The first expression is an exponential
damping term with it variable exponent that is directly
proportional to the density. During the initial portion of
entry when p is small, the aerodynamic damping factor
11, which is being modulated by p, has little influence on
the damping. The influence of this exponential term in-
creases during the latter stales of entry. The second
terra, 1I(Ps 4p11)", initially has the value 1/(rx)^^
a
M
s	 m
a	
t:
i
12	 la	 Is	 19
ROLL RATE, rad/s
Fig, 3, Effect of roll on maximum vector rotational rates
Pi 60
40
20
10
4
2
instal: 4s due to the constant term, and a smaller per-
centage,
 is a result of the dynamic pressure, Therefore, a
change in dynamic pressure has a smaller overall effect
on these rates for the larger roll values, Figure 3 demon-
strates this effect. The maximum values of the two vector
rotational rates, normalized by the roll rate, are plotted
vs the roll rate for this particular configuration and
atmosp} e) o, As 1) increases, the normalized maximum
rates both decrease in magnitude. If the plot were con-
tinued for higher values of p, it would be found that as
p approached infinity, the two normalized rates would
approach T,/Y and zero, respectively,
B. Damping of Two Vector Arms
Damping of an entry vehicle depends on two
factors; these are the terms cxp (— pI-'/2B sin ll,) and
and decreases with both increasing density and decreas-
ing velocity. This term is always dominant during the
first portion of entry, and guarantees initial convergence
of the oscillation amplitude, If II has a positive value,
the xp;oiiential term also leads to convergence, and the
ampli^ Lido will i„ clamped for the entire trajectory. How-
ever, it I i is negative, it is possible that at some point
during the trajectory the numerator exp (— pH12B sin p, )
will increase faster than the denominator (P= -- 4pY)c'a,
Iii such a case, amplitude divergence; will result. The
density (or altitude) at which this occurrence begins
(which will be denoted as the critical density) can be
found by setting the derivative of exp (— pHl2B sin -pr.;)/
(P= — 4pb1)`^4 equal to zero. Since this quantity is always
positive, it is lw,gitimate to consider its fourth bower as
follows:
dl (e-P11/1" In ol) —
 2pH e-2PN/I1 R I n o,y,	 e-PI'M o I n o,;	 P'Ci)A,p
dy P2 -- 4p^1 _sin 9x;(P^ — 4pM) + (P2 -- 4pM)^ ` m sin pF, --4DIBp
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Solving for the critical value of the density
'° -' L (l -i- -Cn^'-»l B s-.^	 (19)PG " w 411 \	 2Iin1 /	 2H
Note that this is not an explicit solution for the critical density, because density is involved in the expression for P.
However, the first term (P2/4AI) (I -1- CDA12mH) is generally quite, small in comparison to the second, Therefore,
the nonrolling critical density p, =- --B sin 0,;12,H' may be used as a first approximation, and the actual value deter-
mined iteratively. One or two iterations would be adequate for convergence.
The exact interactions between spin and density, velocity, and vehicle aerodynamics become apparent by separating
the combined damping term lei into the drag coefficient, C D, and what will be designated as the "damping parameter,"
Cr,,, - (m d2 i) (C,,,,, + C,q), The total damping can be rewritten by multiplying the numerator "and denominator by
exp (— pACn/4mB sin ©F,), as follows:
-Pll/Mzlt sin or;	 - (P d /410 silt oh) ^01^^," n^lti (0M n* nEn)^
^,/	 1(P2— 4pM)II .^	 8[rL 1
^PR --
 V2 2 pV2^^ 
V/^	 (20)
This equation shows that a positive or negative dynamic
pressure gradient implies convergence or divergence of
the angular motion, However, it is not the dynamic pres-
sure gradient alone, but also the exponential terms in the
numerator which dictate the characteristics of the mo-
tion, Furthermore, as the entry-roll rate increases, the
denominator remains more nearly constant, decreasing
the importance of a changing dynamic pressure. This
makes the numerator, which is highly dependent on the
dynamic stability derivative, more important in the de-
termination of t:.e amplitude history.
The influence of the damping parameter on the ampli-
tude is shown in Fig. 4. Included on the plot is the
dynamic pressure profile. As the figure shows, when
the damping parameter is zero, only the dynamic pres-
sure change affects the amplitude; oscillations will con-
verge as the vehicle descends until the altitude of peak
deceleration is reached, and subsequently will diverge,
Addition of a negative damping parameter amplifies the
divergence, and causes the minimum amplitude to occur
at some altitude prior to peak deceleration. Conversely,
addition of a positive damping parameter tends toward
convergence. Depending on its magnitude, this term will
either cause inimum amplitude to occur after peak
deceleration, or eliminate any amplitude divergence
from the latter portion of the trajectory.
6
Figure 5 shows the interaction between the roll rate,
dynamic ;pressure, and damping parameter. As the roll
rate increases, the amplitude begins converging at a
lower altitude, and initially at a slower rate, reflecting
the lower sensitivity of Eq, (20) to dynamic pressure
variations, Near the end of the trajectory, the influence
of the damping parameter is amplified by high roll rates,
i.e., if divergence (convergence) is indicated because of
the damping parameter, then larger roll rates will cause
greater divergence (convergence). A basic difference be-
tween the damping parameter and hi' exists and should
be emphasized, A positive H always ensures conver-
gence, but a positive damping parameter does not nec-
essarily mean convergence. It is pausible that, after peak
deceleration (when the vehicle is in a decreasing dynamic
pressure gradient) the denominator of Eq. (20) will be
decreasing in value faster than the numerator is decreas-
ing, aad divergence will result.
C. Influence of Initial Conditions
1. Zero transverse angular velocity. The two rotating
vectors (—iel) and (eEPE
 + MI) have rather simple forms
because of the situation of zero density at entry. Insight
into the shape of the curve traced on an a vs (J plot, as
a function of initial conditions, ma,: r
 be obtained by con-
sidering these two vectors in conjunction with the two
JPL TECHNItrAi. MEMORANDUM 33-398
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s
rotation rates. For example, consider the case f,; 'Pi- 0,
FM = 0, i.e., it spinning vehicle entering at angle of attack,
1)ut without it tra p worse angular velocity. The first vector
ann, corresponding to the P initial rotation rate, will be
zero. I;ec•ause the second rotation rate is initiall y zero,
there will be no angular motion. The body will just
maintain its initial attitude 4v. Furthermore, the first
vector inn is zero throughout the duration of the Hight,
and the second vector and rotational rate completely
detennine the motion. Equation (15) reduces to
CC (pA )XL^_	 `E	 4• e,i_pll/sNainl
	
C
fo,^lel^s
	(P i!2—Iplli1'2jd.l'
(P^ — 4pA1)
(21)
\^ hie h is the equal ion for damped circula ► motion. An
iml)ortant result is, ther4ore, that it spirt-stahilized entry
body will always exhibit circular motion if, initially,
the transverse angular velocity is %cro. The term
1/2[P ( P 2 41M)"I is the rate ut which the vehicle
centerline processes around the velocity vector. Initially
th#' rate is zero. but may become quite large and can he
marry times the spill rate during the latter stages of the
traiectory. To exemplify this type of motion, Eq. (21) was
used to calculate sue a vs /I history for the configuration
and atniosphere• of the previous figures. The initial Condi-
t ion , wore it roll rate of 1 rad /s,
 angle of attack of 50 deg,
and zeio traw;verse singular velocity. The expected spiral
it vs /1 plot is shown in Fib. 6. For this particular case,
the rotational rate 1/2[P - (P 4pAf)''j reaches a
maximum of about 43 rad/s at 110,(XX) ft, considerably
higher tha ► . the roll rate. It should be emphasized that
this 4`3 rad /s represents the precessional rate of the
centerline of the vehicle, and sloes not represent the rate
at which the body is rolling with respect to inertial space.
The rolling rate is given by fe, which is constant for the
trajectory. Iii the example, p was 1 rad/s.
2. Non-zero tramwerse angular velocity. The motion
may become quite different when tit transverse
angular velocity $ I, is added. The lengths of both H ectors
are now non-zero. The second vector is the longer of the
two, and it will trace out it circle, slowly at first and then
more rapidly, in it clockwise direction. Meanwhile, the
first vector generates it smaller circle, but at it faster rate.
An a vs /I Blot would, therefore, initially have the ap-
pearance of it small circle whose center is displaced
from (and p<eeessing around) the origin. As the density
increases, the :static pitching moment becomes dominant,
and the two rates grow until they are almost equal in
magnitude, but opposite in direction. The large and
small circles are being generated at about the same: rate,
2 2 2 ,
22
Iii: :22.	 2
'i I r I 1 ^ 1 ^# :	 2 ^^
^i ^	 ? 2 .I ; •2 ^ 2•
,
: ,
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Fig. 6. Typical angle - of .. attack history for spinning
vehicle with no transverse angular rate
and the two distinct ► nodes of motion are not easily
discernible from an a vs /I plot. Unless the initial trans-
verse angular velocity is quite I;irge, the wuotid vector
-inn will be mach longer than the first, and the overall
motion is still of it circular nature, with perhaps it slight
distortion. A criterion for near circular motion is
(^F « 1 P,4, 1
. 
Two examples with initial transverse an-
gular rates of 2 deg/s and 10 deg/s, respectively, are
shown in Fig. T
D. Validity of Solution
1. Error terns. As stated previously, the WKB method
yields an exact solution to a differential equation which
differs front actual equation to be solved, according
to the normalized error ternes 8 (see Eq. 11;. A solution,
sufficiently accurate foe engineering purposes, is given
when 8 is in the order ±0.1 over the range of applica-
tion. Because of the complexity of the error teen, it is
difficult to bound it analytically in terms of the problem
parameters. However, 8 is it only of the aero-
dynamic coefficients, the atmospheric density profile, and
the initial roll rate. It can easily be calculated for a par-
ticular family of applications. This has been done for
the examples used in his paper. The results are shown
iu Fig. 8. It is evident that the WK13 method performed
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excelle-ntly for these examples. In general, it is believed
that the WKB ► nethcxi will wield an accurate solution to
the differential Eq. (1) for a majority of the entr%
problems.
Q, deg
Fig. 7. Typical angle-of-attack histories for spinning
vehicle with !al small transverse angular rate
and 1 b1 large transverse angular rate
ALTITUDE, ft x 103
Fig. 8. Normalized error vs altitude for
examples presented
2. Comparison ► rich six-di,gree-oj-/rcedo ►n trajector'es.
To verify not onl y t e te validity of the presented solu-
tion, bitt also the validit y
 of the differential equation.
itself, angular histories for three of the examples used
ewe re calculated with an exact six-degree-of-freedutn
computer progr:un. I'll(- three corresponding a vs /I his-
tories are shown in Fig. 9. These plots are similar to
those calculated %%ith Eq. 1181. For the two cases with
transverse angular welw-ities, the six-degree-of-freedom
trajectory shows slightly more precession of the initial
small circle than did the anal ytical solution, but other
than this, the cures seem to have identical shapes. A
better verification can he obtained by comparing the
oscillation envelope history vs altitude as computed by
the two methods. This has been done, and is shown in
Fig. 10. Again the correlation is excellent. the analytical
solution and numerical integration agree to .within 5""'
over the entire trajectory range.
3. S1111111-angle assumption. In the derivation of the
differential Eq. (1), it is assunie'd that the total ,utgle of
attack, 4 1 , remains small. i.e., sit) I f I = ` I
, 
and that
the time derivative of cos I E 1 is zero. If the angle of
attack remains small. then both requirements are met,
however, it is possible to have large angles of attack and
still have the rate of change of cos 
-.4 I remain small.
This occurs when the motion is circular or near circular,
as it is for entry
 cases when the initial transverse angular
rate is not too large, i.e., I tE, i « P, -', I. On a closer ex-
amination of the hvo assumptions, it was found that the
second requirement has a far greater influence on the final
solution than the first. Consequently, it is helieved that
the applicability of the solution extends beyond the
small angle-of-attack regime. The examples presented
were all at the high initial angle of attack of 50 dc•g.
This large entry angle %%-its purposely used to provide a
severe test for this conjecture. Referring hack to Fig. 10,
it was demonstrated that amplitude history of three cor-
responding six-degree-of-freedom cases agreed to about
5%. As long as the motion is essentiall y circular, the
solution should yield accurate results, certainly sufficient
for most design purposes, for large entry angles of attack.
4. Configurational and mass asymmetries. The solution
developed and discussed in the previous sections is based
on the premise of it vehicle with both configurational
and mass symmetry. However, it is unlikel y that these
two stringent requirements will he exactly met. To assess
possible effects of such asymmetries, the six-degree-of-
freedom calculations were extended to two additional
j
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Fig. 9. Six-degree-of-freedom angle-of-attuck histories
corresponding to examples of Figs. 6 and 7
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Fig. 10.	 Comparisnn between analytic solution Eq. (15)
and six-degree-of-freedom calculations
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IV. Summary
A closed-form solution describing; the an ;ular oricnta-
tion history of a spinning; vehicle descendir:g through it
planetary atmosphere has been derived. Analysis of
typical spin-stabilized entry trajectories with this solu-
tion demonstrates the following:
(1) The angle-of-attack motion of a vehicle entering
with no transverse angular velocity will •.e of a
damped circular nature. Moderate transverse
angular velocities only slightly perturbate this
entry mode.
(2) The angle-of-attack amplitude is determined by
three factors: the dynamic pressure gradient, the
spin rate, and the magnitude and sign of the aero-
dynamic damping parameter Cl, -- (md1/1) (C,„q
+ C,„,). During the initial portion of entry, the
increasing dynamic pressure dominates and causes
convergence. Near peak deceleration, the aero-
dynamic damping parameter starts to hecome Ag-
nificant; a positive par, . aeter favors convergence,
while a negative valu tends toward divergence.
After peak deceleration, the dynamic pressure
gradient is negative and favors divergence. During
these portions of the trajectory, near and following
peak deceleration, it is the relative values of the
damping parameter and dynamic pressure gradient
which determine the amplitude behavior. The
addition of substantial spin reduces the effects of a
changing dynamic pressure gradient. With spin,
amplitude convergence starts at a lower altitude
and does not reach as low a level near peak de-
celeration, as would he the case if there were no
spin. Furthermore, after this point the influence
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Fig. 11. Effects of center-of-gravity offset
on angle-of-attack history
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Fig. 12. Effects of unequal transverse moments
of inertia on angle-of-attack history
eases. The a vs # histories art- shown in Figs. 1 I and 12.
Figure I1 corresponds to an identical situation as the
first example in Fig. 6, with the exception that the ve-	 40
hicle's center of gravity is offset from the axis of sym-
metry 1% of the body diameter. It shows that the
motion is still essentially circular, but with the center
displaced from the origin. Figure 12 corresponds to a	 20
vehicle whose two t ransverse moments of inertia differ
by 11 %. Here•, the effects are far more dramatic. The
motion is much more elliptical than circ•tilar in nature, 	 y
with the axes of the ellipse pn•c­•sing about the origin.
These figures emphasize the fact that a mass asymmetry 	 ey	 0
situation, particularly a difference in the transverse mo-
ments of inertia, is the most critical with regards to the
&terioratinn of circular motion.
—20
-40
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of spin is to increase the convergence or divergence,
whichever would have occurred in its absence,
(3) The oscillatory frequency of the centerline of the
vehicle depends on the roll rate and the acro-
dynamic pitching moment. At entry, when the
density is quite small, the pitching-moment term
is negligible, and oscillatory angular motion is
caused exclusively by spin, However, as the density
increases, the pitching moment generally assumes
a dominant role, This can result in angular veloci-
ties greatly increased over those experienced early
in the trajectory,
It has been shown that the solution is particularly
useful for gaining insight into the general nature= of entry
motion, The format of the equation is such that terms
indicative of willatory frequency and overall shape of
the angular motion are uncouplcd from. those that
determine the amplitude history. Therefore, these two
characteristics of the angular motion may he analyzed
independently. Comparisons with exact six-degree-of-
freedom calculations show that the equation yields
excellent results, generally better than 5%) in angle-of-
attack amplitude, even when the entry angle of attack is
quite large,
Nomenclature	 7
A vehicle reference area, (7rd")/4 	 V vehicle velocity
B density exponent (see Eq, 2) 	 X distance traveled alongflight path (see Fig, 1)
Cr, drag coefficient, constant	 a angle of attack
Cr,(, lift-coefficient slope, aCr,/@(sin a)	 ,8 angle of sideslip
CIN, pitching-moment coefficient slope, 	 S normalized error term (see Eq. 11)
aC,,,/a(sin (x)	 complex angle of attack, $ = 8 + is
C.,,,  magnus-moment coefficient slope p atmospheric density
CWq + C„,a dynamic stability coefi'icient,
aC,,,/a(qd/V) + aC,,,/a(M1V), constant	 9L^ constant entry angle (see Fig, 1)
v4:•h=cle diameter, reference length ()' differentiation with respect to X
h altitude above planet surface (see Fig, 1)	 () differentiation with respect to time
i (-1)'.
	Subscripts
I transverse moment of inertia about an axis
through the center of gravity
I,, moment of inertia about the axis of symmetry
m vehicle mass
p roll rate, rad/s
cr critical point where angular motion begins
to diverge
max d.p. conditions at maximum dynamic pressure
E conditions at entry
0 conditions at planet surface
12
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